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MEDTRADE PRODUCT SHOWCASE
Innovative Retail Products

1. DELTA IC1 HEALTHCARE*
   Tablet holder with flexible extension clamp. Delta IC1 Healthcare offers a variety of tablet and smartphone holders that feature a flexible extension clamp that securely holds most tablets and smartphones. This allows users to safely hold their tablet or smartphone while using a wheelchair, walker, power chair or hospital bed. Visit datacanesinc.com.
   Circle 200 on card or visit hvifeninfo.com.

2. OWLET BABY CARE*
   Smart Sock 2
   The Smart Sock 2 uses pulse oximetry to track a sleeping infant’s heart rate and oxygen levels. This information is communicated to a phone via a base station that is designed to notify if the baby’s heart rate or oxygen levels fall outside of preset zones. The information is also sent to a smartphone app, for easy access to live readings and notifications. Connected Care is a new companion app for iOS devices that gives parents the ability to manage new and more detailed information collected from the Smart Sock, including sleep trends. Visit owletcare.com.
   Circle 201 on card or visit hvifeninfo.com.

3. PRIDE MOBILITY PRODUCTS
   Jazzy Zero Turn
   The Jazzy Zero Turn scooter delivers the maneuverability of a 3-wheel scooter in a 4-wheel design. Featuring two motors, the drive wheels, counter-rotating, and the front, wheel turn 90 degrees. As a result, the Jazzy Zero Turn essentially maneuvers within its own space. This breakthrough allows similar power chair maneuverability in a travel scooter. Standard features include a 4-cell LED lighting package, footrest under-seat storage, a charging port in the cowl and six interchangeable color shells. Visit pridemobility.com.
   Circle 202 on card or visit hvifeninfo.com.

4. RESMED*
   AirMini
   AirMini is the world’s smallest CPAP and perfect no-hassle travel partner. Packed with proven ResMed technologies and features such as waterless humidification, it is designed to deliver a quality therapy experience everywhere. In fact, more than 85% of users preferred AirMini even over the two market-leading travel CPAPs in a recent study. Visit resmed.com.
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